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 Problem solved. Watson, the IBM supercomputer, will help doctors diagnose patients by having a conversation with them. And
the software is learning, it's adapting. The system is used to detect, diagnose, and treat diseases, so we are now in the age of the
digital doctor. In fact, IBM released a video showcasing how Watson would be able to provide advice for customers on issues
such as their need for sleep, recommended changes to their diet or what they need to get the best insurance deal. Watson can

answer medical queries, it's been working on it for years now, and its first public use will be in a local hospital in London, where
it will help doctors to help diagnose patients. It can read around 15,000 pages a minute, which is roughly twice the speed of a
single doctor. Watson can "take what it has learned by reading the huge volumes of medical texts and online content, and use
that knowledge to find information about possible conditions to better understand what a patient might be experiencing," said
IBM's Phyllis Carter, who demonstrated Watson in action. But as far as computers and doctors are concerned, Watson isn't the
only one on the block. iPad in the hands of nurses A computerized doctor (see video below) used to be a fairly innovative idea

when the first personal computers were introduced in the early 1980s. However, the science behind this idea remains very
primitive and in many ways outdated. iPad in the hands of nurses. ( YouTube: Ron Blatter) Ironically, today's iPads are very

similar to the computers used by the early-1980s generation of doctors. In fact, the technology is so similar that a doctor in the
1980s could be asking Watson to perform a surgery and then the iPad can type in the exact same words to send to the computer.
This is why electronic medical records are important, because they are only as good as their underlying systems. But the iPad-on-

a-stick has advantages over the desktop, allowing nurses to work outside the clinic and patients to use it in more sterile
environments. Doctors can check patient progress at home and return to work the next day. But this is a niche technology and
won't eliminate the need for the human doctor. Beyond the doctor's office With the advent of electronic medical records, the

patient will likely get to see their 520fdb1ae7
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